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GLHN IS GOLD!  THE FIRST LEED-EB CERTIFIED BUILDING IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA
A LEGACY OF SUSTAINABLE DESIGN INFORMS NEW INITIATIVES
AND GUIDES THE NEXT GENERATION

GLHN’s design philosophy has always embraced sustainable design solutions both from an architectural and an 
engineering perspective.  The use of recycled and local materials, water conservation, and other basic principles, now 
part of the LEED certification process, are inherent in the firm’s integrated A/E design process.  Energy conservation has 
been an integral part of GLHN’s designs since the early 1970s when it developed and implemented the firm’s first energy 
management program called SAVE (Systematic Analysis of Vital Energies).  Since then, GLHN has become a leader in the 
implementation of sustainable design concepts and value engineering.  The firm supports its staff in the pursuit of LEED 
accreditation (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, U.S. Green Building Council) and provides a range of 
services to clients seeking to design more environmentally-responsible buildings and reduce net greenhouse gas emissions.

GLHN practices what it preaches regarding sustainable design and LEED expertise.  In 2008, GLHN began an office renovation to accommodate its growth and  
registered its own building for LEED-EB Certification.  In November 2010, GLHN was awarded LEED-EB Gold certification by the USGBC, the first building in South-
ern Arizona to be certified LEED for Existing Buildings.  LEED-EB certification is one component of GLHNgreen, a proactive initiative to support and promote all 
aspects of the firm’s environmentally-responsible office efforts and sustainable design practices.  GLHNgreen focuses on five areas:  reduction of the firm’s carbon 
footprint, office practices (in-house recycling, material reuse, etc.), professional practices (client-oriented efforts to include paperless document review and communi-
cation), sustainable/LEED design, and staff education.   Our recent building renovation and LEED-EB Certification process were a learn-by-doing exercise, involving 
the volunteer efforts of junior engineers and designers, guided by the mentoring of senior staff.  The project served as an invaluable “learning lab” and has been 
extremely successful in fostering collaboration between in-house teams and providing junior staff with hands-on experience with LEED guidelines, systems monitoring, 
and all phases of the certification process.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
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Phases II and III of the $50+ million City of 
Tucson Sun Tran Bus Storage, Maintenance, 
and Fueling Facility, designed using Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) technology, are LEED 
Gold certified.  Sustainable design components 
implemented in Phase II include 68kw solar power 
generation, use of reclaimed water, low-flow 
plumbing, and building materials with post-
industrial recycled content.  The facility will save 
more than 2,800 therms of natural gas, 200,000 
kWh of electricity, and 900,000 gallons of water 
annually.  99% of the project’s construction waste 
was recycled.  GLHN is Architect and Engineer  
of Record.  Photo by Mardan Photography.

GLHN SUSTAINABLE DESIGN PROJECTS
INNOVATION LEADS THE DESIGN, COMMISSIONING CONFIRMS THE EFFECTIVENESS 

Recipient of three AIA Design Merit Awards, a 
Governor’s Energy Award, and a local IESNA 
Exterior Illumination Award, the City of Tucson 
Patrick K. Hardesty Midtown Multi-Service Center 
houses a police substation and City offices.   
The 40,000 SF project embodies a strong response 
to its desert location: the interplay of sand, 
rock, light, and water. The project incorporates 
responses to many of the issues at the forefront 
of building design today.  Energy conservation 
is accomplished through a multitude of means 
including energy efficient lighting, day lighting, a 
photovoltaic demonstration project, as well as an 
easily maintained central plant as opposed to roof 
top units.  Water harvesting was integrated into 
the building and its public art.  The Pima County 
Civano Energy Code was the bench mark for 
energy usage; the energy management system is 
tied into the city-wide area network, monitored at 
another location.  GLHN is Architect and Engineer 
of Record. Architekton is Design Architect.  Photo 
by Timmerman Photography.

GLHN benefits from the knowledge of an in-house 
commissioning team experienced in commissioning 
LEED projects.  GLHN provided third party LEED 
commissioning services to the University of Arizona 
for the $149 million Sixth Street Residence Halls 
by AR7 Architects (anticipated to be LEED Gold 
certified) and the $27 million Student Recreation 
Center Expansion, the first athletic facility in 
the United States to be awarded LEED Platinum 
certification.  GLHN was involved from project 
initiation.  As commissioning authority (Cx),  
GLHN offered constructive input to the design team, 
provided support to the University, and facilitated 
dialog for mechanical, electrical, plumbing, 
and energy systems design and implementation. 
Commissioning activities included thermography 
to verify the correct construction of the building 
envelope and evaluate building heat loss.


